
During this retreat the ReMan shabad will be repeated 11,000 times. 

Yogi Bhajan said “…the perfection of the Re Man Shabad brings a person total health and 
penetrates through the mental body right to the spirit. The potential manifestation of this 
meditation is that your state of consciousness is always meditating even when you are not 
formally meditators…” “…the meditators can develop a gold arc line. It can lead to perfect 
state of mental health… You will have wisdom, you will have the purity of a yogi”

We are very excited to announce that we have a new venue for the Reman Jaapa - It's 
a XVII century hacienda in a town close to Mexico City. We feel this is a much better 
suited location for our group and much more confortable (5 star rating). Bus 
transportation will continue as communicated previously but if you planned on driving 
yourself, please note the new address.

 
The Hacienda Cantalagua is located 1.5 hours from the airport.

This is a XVIII century restored 
colonial hacienda located in a 
700 acre property.

It has beautiful gardens &  
fountains throughout. Occupancy 
will be triple & quadruple deluxe 
suites.

We suggest that you to stay the night of the 18th of February in the Hotel Royal Pedregal of 
Mexico City. We have special rates which you can check below. The final registration & bus 
departure will be from that location.

The registration will be on the 18th of February and 19th of February. Later we will give more 
details on this.

Buses to Hacienda Cantalagua will depart from Hotel Royal Pedregal at 12:00, 14:00 and 
16:00 hrs.

You are also welcome to take your own transportation and stay in any other hotel of your 
preference. Just be aware that registration will be in the Hotel Royal Pedregal.

Cost: 990 USD / 950 EUR
Deposit for reservation: 310 USD / 300 EUR
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PLACE, LODGING, FOOD DURING REMAN IN HACIENDA CANTALAGUA

Place
The Re Man Will be at the “Hacienda Cantalagua“
Address: Carretera Mexico – Guadalajara Km. 129, 61020 Contepec, Mich.

If you are traveling by car you can arrive directly to the venue, there is enough parking 
space. 

Lodging
Occupancy in triple or quadruple room.

Food
All meals and Coffee Break are included in your stay.

COST

The total amount is 950 EUR / 990 USD. 
You need to deposit 300 EUR / 310 USD to reserve your space. 
Children pay 450 EUR

REQUIREMENTS TO PARTICIPATE
You must have at least 2 years of meditation practice. 

CONTACT INFORMATION

yoga.mx

Deposits, reservations and 
payments for Mexicans 
must be made in CASH only. 
Please contact: 
Ana Paula Domínguez 
(55) 5543 547874

Payments and registrations 
for people in US, Europe, 
Asia, India and SouthAmerica.
Jerome Shankar
reman.mexico@gmail.com

Attention to participants
Maryan Rojas
lightfem1111@gmail.com

reman.mexico@gmail.com


